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On the Cover: Tiny Porch Concert, Chase Avenue, March 17. Photo: Hannah Leguillon Taphorn
DO NOT MISS: Monday, March 23, 4pm: NEST (Northsiders Engaged in Sustainable Transportation) will present plans for the 
Apple Street Senior Housing Project via Zoom. Watch email and social media for details. 
Elections: Nominations are open until April 12th to fill three partial-year replacement Director seats at the April 20 General Meeting. 
You must be a member and have attended three meetings in the last 12 months to qualify. Email 
membership@northsidecouncil.com with nominations or questions. 
Deadlines: March 27 - Northside Transit Hub Public Art Project https://www.go-metro.com/northside-art-project 
                    March 31 - Northside Community Fund Project Grants (see p. 4)

Please send your contributions and ideas to improve the newsletter to communications@northsidecouncil.com. 

Tell us about your life here: I’ve lived in Northside for 20 
years; we moved here when I was 5 years old. At that time, 
Northside was a place where a single mom, a hairstylist, 
could afford to buy a home for herself and her child. I have 
always loved Northside’s diversity and strangeness, and I 
think growing up in Northside empowered me to enjoy 
being myself and being different, and taught me to 
appreciate and be comfortable with people from all walks of 
life. 

What is your greatest hope for Northside? That it will 
someday return to being as inclusive a neighborhood as it 
was when I was growing up here, because the Northside of 
today would be unaffordable for someone in the same 
position that my mother was in 20 years ago. I think that 
diversity is what makes this neighborhood so special, and we 
need to actively preserve and work for opportunities to be 
inclusive to everyone.

So, how is self-quarantine? This is a deeply anxious and 
uncertain time, unprecedented in most of our lives. It's also 
a reminder that we are all deeply connected to each other, 
and finding ways to be there for each other now should be 
at the forefront of our thoughts. I'm fearful for the health 
and safety of the people that I spend so much of my time 
with when life is normal: those without homes, the 
incarcerated, the impoverished, the alone. I've curbed those 
fears with a mixture of realism and escapism, balancing 
between keeping up with the daily news and sinking deep 
into good fiction, organizing and cleaning my space, doing 
yoga, or cooking and baking. I'm sending emails to our 
representatives and joining letter writing campaigns to 
prisoners. I'm thinking about starting some kind of book club 
(stay tuned!) - in the meantime, I put together a booklist for 
neighbors interested in learning more about incarceration in 
America (see page 6). 
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Meet your Neighbor

Correna Kuhl 

Correna is a UC graduate and Senior Library Services 
Assistant at the Main Library downtown; search wcpo.com 
for a video interview about her work supporting library 
patrons, especially those experiencing homelessness. 

Tell us about yourself: As an only child, I grew up reading 
constantly. I was never without a book (or three!). When I 
was nineteen I got a job at the public library, and have 
been working there ever since. My role has changed a lot 
over the years, and now my focus is mostly on 
incarceration and reentry-related outreach: I go into 
correctional facilities and do programs with the men and 
women who are incarcerated there, and I work to connect 
them to resources once they have returned to our 
community. I’m currently in the midst of law school 
applications with the goal of becoming an attorney and 
advocating for the incarcerated members of our 
community. 

mailto:membership@northsidecouncil.com
https://www.go-metro.com/northside-art-project
mailto:communications@northsidecouncil.com
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Updates for our Community Affiliates

UPDATE: CAIN and COVID-19: We value the health and well being of our guests, volunteers and staff. 
We are taking some precautions to protect our guests, volunteers and staff.

Beginning today:

• Phil’s Place Community Meal will be carryout only until further notice.

• Pantry guests will remain outside the building. Numbers will be distributed and guests will receive prepackaged bags of 
food like they would normally receive from the pantry. Pantry will remain open during normal pantry hours.

• Tax services and rent and utility assistance are suspended this week. We will reassess these services for next week.

We recognize this is a disruption in our usual services. Our intention is to continue to meet the needs of our community while 
protecting everyone’s health as best as we are able. We will be keeping a close eye on the situation as it develops, and keep 
you informed about our programs and other updates. We appreciate your patience, support and prayers during this time.

Northside Farmers Market Still Open and Pre-Orders Coming Soon

Northside Farmers Market is crucial to the local family farmers and producers who 
bring nutritious, sustainably-grown food directly to the people of Northside and the 
surrounding communities and we have instituted safe options to continue to bring 
you that nourishment.

With your support, Northside Farmers Market has been operating through good 
times and bad for the past 18 years, paving a new path for the local food economy 
in the Midwest by deepening our support for small family farmers, educating 
consumers and the next generation of eaters, and increasing access to local, 
healthy, sustainable food.

Northside Farmers Market will remain open with revisions to ensure the safety of our customers and vendors. The market 
will be moved outside behind our indoor location, NorthChurch, 4222 Hamilton Ave, in the parking lot. A hand washing 
station will be available and we encourage our customers and vendors to use it often. Vendors will wash and disinfect their 
tables. Vendors will also use gloves or hand sanitizer between each customer. We would like to remind everyone that if 
you do not feel well, please do not come to market. Additionally, we expect every customer to remain 6 feet away from 
their fellow customer and vendor. Signs are posted and vendors are wearing tags to help us all remember this. Customers 
will still be able to swipe their debit / credit / and EBT cards. Produce Perks will be offering unlimited matching on 
SNAP benefits! That means, if you swipe $40 on your EBT card, you will receive $40 free in Produce Perks for fresh 
fruits and vegetables!

In the coming weeks, customers will be able to pre-order from our website and pick their order up from the market, making 
it even faster and more convenient. Please visit www.northsidefm.org for more information.

There will be much for us to do to ensure we continue to fulfill our mission and support those who rely on Northside 
Farmers Market for critical support. We are grateful for you, our amazing, welcoming, strong community who will continue 
to support each other and our farmers through these challenging times.

http://www.northsidefm.org/
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Cont. Updates for our Community Affiliates

NEST and Pennrose have submitted a Low Income Housing Tax Credit 
application for a senior housing development at 4145 Apple. 
Awards are announced May 20, 2020. You can view project details towards 
the end of the slideshow from NEST's Annual Meeting, available here: 
https://northsidenest.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/NESTs-2020-Annual-M
eeting-Presentation.pdf

**NEST will be asking the Northside Community Council for a letter of support 
for the City of Cincinnati's NOFA program, which would provide more funding 
for this affordable housing project. Due to the cancellation of the March 
meeting, NEST will be hosting an information and engagement session 
online on Monday March 23rd at 4pm via Zoom. To join, please go to 
NEST's Facebook page for the link. 

Project Summaries: Witler Street Focus Area: Phase III in design for 3 new 
construction homes 
Fergus/Mad Anthony Focus Area: 1 home renovation in pre-development, 1 
new construction home in design 
"BSC" (Blue Rock, Spring Grove, Colerain) Focus Area: 2 home renovations 
under construction  

Read more about NEST and sign up for our newsletter: 
www.northsidenest.org

As our lives shift overnight, and our very wellbeing depends on physical separation, WordPlay is giving great thought to 
how the organization can continue to promote creativity as a connector, uniting us through story-sharing and creative 
expression. Our incomparable team is creating online content, ways to keep our students engaged while reminding them 
of their tremendous strengths and assets that will carry them through this chapter. 
 
While we shift to virtual ways to stay connected in the coming weeks, we are also working diligently to prepare for the day 
that our programs resume, readying ourselves to address the experiences and needs our children and teens will have as 
a result of the pandemic. Drawing from extensive experience among our staff in healing through the arts, we will be ready 
to embrace our community of young people with opportunities for processing experiences while doing what we do 
best—indulging in the sheer joy of creation and the beauty of connecting with others through learning. 
 
I wanted to assure you that our work continues undaunted, and I welcome your thoughts and questions. 
 
We are indeed all in this together. 

WORDPLAY: A teenager, recently settled in this country, shared this in 
one of our programs just a short time ago:
 

I’m from being different and setting a good example,
From newly found optimism and hope for the future.
I’m from my past, from the stories that shaped me, 

I’m from my present. Here. Now.
I’m from my future, stories I’m hoping to create.

 
In these times of anxiety and confusion, our stories connect and unite us. 
Stories are how we find meaning, how we define our unique place in the world, 
how we understand our potential and shape our future.
 

https://northsidenest.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/NESTs-2020-Annual-Meeting-Presentation.pdf
https://northsidenest.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/NESTs-2020-Annual-Meeting-Presentation.pdf
http://www.northsidenest.org/
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Cont. Updates for our Community Affiliates

CALL FOR PROPOSALS—Due 3/31/2020

It’s taken 15 years, but the Northside Community Fund has finally reached, and exceeded, its goal of 
$100,000 in order to become an endowed fund. What that means is that now the investment income 
can fund small neighborhood projects in Northside without touching the principal – $111,236 as of 
December 31, 2019.

For 2020, the fund has $3,500 available to award as grants. We hope to make multiple awards in the 
$500 to $1,000 range.

Application link and deadline
Mail or email a completed application to Tim Jeckering. The application form can be downloaded at: 
https://northsidecommunityfund.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/NCF-Grant-Application
2020.pdf

Questions?
The website https://northsidecommunityfund.org/ has additional information about the fund. If you 
have questions, or would like more information, please email timjeckering@fuse.net

Consider making a gift
The Northside Community Fund is a fund of The Greater Cincinnati Foundation (GCF). To help us 
continue making a difference in Northside, please consider a donation if you can, online at 
http://gcfdn.org/northside  Or mail a check to GCF, 720 E. Pete Rose Way, Suite 120, Cincinnati OH 
45202, with ‘Northside Community Fund’ in the memo section of the check.

https://northsidecommunityfund.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/NCF-Grant-Application2020.pdf
https://northsidecommunityfund.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/NCF-Grant-Application2020.pdf
https://northsidecommunityfund.org/
http://gcfdn.org/northside
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Cont. Updates for our Community Affiliates

From Jeremy Culpepper, Parker Woods Montessori Resource Officer. To donate/volunteer, call 864-634-0412.

During the closure, Parker Woods will be referred to as the PWM Collaborate and Care (C&C) School Support Team.  

There is currently a team of approximately 20 volunteers that I am working with from the community. 

PWM as a Distribution Hub during the closure of CPS

Parker Woods will serve as a distribution hub during the closure of CPS, along with 23 other CPS schools. 

Distribution will take place at Parker Woods between 11am-1pm on Mondays, Wednesday, and Fridays for the next 

couple of weeks.  

There are two parts to the distribution that will take place at Parker Woods, Food Service & Additional Resources: 

Food Services

Food Services will be led by Jessica Shelly (CPS Dining Services) and her team is all over the meals for our kids. Their 

department will oversee this operation, no volunteers needed.  During the first 2 days of this service, we have given out 

food to an average of 60 Northside children/day. 

Additional Resources

This is where our the volunteer team will play a big part. Each site will have ADDITIONAL RESOURCES for our students 

and families. This will be overseen by the Community Resource Coordinators from Parker Woods and Chase.  In addition 

to what the district will be able to provide, it will be our team's responsibility to solicit, collect, store, and distribute the 

following types of donations/additional resources:

1. Hygiene/Toiletry Kits

2. Educational/Fun Activity Kits (stickers, coloring pages, books, etc.)

3. Shelf stable non-perishable items, that are pre-packaged

It has been recommended that we try to have all donations made during the window of 10am-11am, on each of the food 

distribution days. That will give the volunteers time to sanitize all donated items prior to distribution.  We currently have 

enough volunteers to help with the resource distribution at the school. May need additional volunteers to help deliver 

resources to families who can't get to the school. We are currently working on a plan for this, hoping to start on Monday, 

March 23rd. 

Current Needs/Concerns

- we need help/support securing as many of the items listed above as possible

- we need help/support securing health and safety items such as masks, gloves, and hand sanitizer for our volunteers

It has been brought to my attention that many families from Parker Woods are either not aware of the food distribution 

that is taking place at the school, or are not able to get to the school for the food distribution. I am working to identify 

these families so that we can support them. I am sharing with Gillian my approach to doing this so that she can also do it 

with Chase families. Ultimately, it may be a good idea for the district to pick up on what we are doing, as I am sure that 

this is not just a concern for us. 
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Back Page Booklist 

Thanks to Correna Kuhl for the Northsider Monthly’s first-ever booklist! 

If you, too, are a subject expert and/or passionate reader and want to share your top picks with your 
neighbors, pitch communications@northsidecouncil.com. 

If you read and would like to discuss any of these books, reach out to Correna on Instagram: 
@glittersugardirt

Bryan Stevenson, author of Just Mercy, a book that makes it onto my list in spite of having been hugely (and 
rightfully) popularized by the recent film of the same name, advised in a Bates commencement speech to “get 
proximate to people who are suffering.” I feel privileged that my life and career have given me opportunity after 
opportunity to get proximate, to understand suffering on a deep level, and to be far too close to it to look away. 
My path has taken me into correctional facilities and under overpasses, getting to know our most vulnerable and 
marginalized populations - vulnerable because they have been shuffled aside into the shadows, made invisible, 
actively disappeared. In a recent writing workshop in a county jail, discussing “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings” 
by Maya Angelou, the idea of the caged bird’s song heard on a distant hill appealed deeply to the men I was 
talking with. There are 2.3 million incarcerated people in the country, and their songs are not being heard; but 
actively silenced. This book list compiles the works that have most influenced me as I have negotiated a close 
proximity to this invisible population, and I invite you to make yourself uncomfortable and get proximate with 
me. 

American Prison by Shane Bauer Journalist Shane Bauer alternates between the history of convict leasing, 
foundational to modern private prisons, and the account of his own three months undercover as a corrections 
officer in a Louisianan private prison. American Prison provides a window into the for-profit prison industry that 
dispels any myths around the purpose or morality of private prisons, and forces the reader to interrogate 
deeply-held beliefs about the abolition of slavery, the Reconstruction Era, and racism in America today. 

Cherry by Nico Walker A heavily autobiographical work of fiction, Cherry tells the story of an Iraq War veteran 

who returns to the American Midwest and the woman he loves in the midst of an opioid epidemic. Soon the 

opiates that had helped him get through the horrors of war in the Middle East are back in his life again, and he, 

like so many veterans, has fully fallen victim to the epidemic. Left with few options, his solution is to start 

robbing banks. Nico Walker is currently incarcerated in a state prison in Ohio, and Cherry was published during 

his incarceration. I find Cherry particularly compelling in my experiences working with and getting to know 

incarcerated veterans, because it speaks so honestly to the unique hardships faced by so many of our veterans 

coming home from the Middle East. 

The Nickel Boys by Colson Whitehead Based on the true story of a reform school in Florida that subjected 

children to horrifying abuses for 114 years, The Nickel Boys weaves the (fictitious) story of two African American 

boys condemned to the Nickel Academy against the backdrop of the Jim Crow South. While the story itself is 

gripping, the knowledge of the truth behind the fiction is a painful reminder of the monsters that lurk in the 

shadows of our history. 

continued on page 8

mailto:communications@northsidecouncil.com
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...continued from page 6

Slavery By Another Name: The Re-Enslavement of Black Americans from the Civil War Until World War II by Douglas 

Blackmon In this unprecedented historical expose, Douglas Blackmon explores the “Age of Neoslavery,” a chapter of American 

history that has been, up until now, forgotten. Blackmon’s extensive research is evident as he exposes the formation of the 

practice of convict leasing, a form of re-enslavement that mirrors chattel slavery, but also bears troubling structural similarities 

to the current day private prison practices. The author unearths the stories of enslaved families and their descendants to tell 

the greater story of one of America’s greatest forgotten shames. 

The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration In The Age of Colorblindness by Michelle Alexander Since 2010, when The New Jim 

Crow was published, it has been referenced over and over and unless you are returning from a ten year vacation to Mars, you 

have probably read it or at least heard about it. However, it would be remiss to not include it on any book list focused on 

carceral America, as NJC has earned its reputation as “the secular bible of a new social movement,” and has raised awareness 

of the racial roots of this incarceration epidemic to unprecedented levels. NJC posits that through tactics like the War on Drugs, 

the criminal justice system targets communities of color and recreates the racial caste system that the Civil Rights Act 

ostensibly killed. The documentary 13th by Ava DuVernay is a phenomenal follow-up to The New Jim Crow. 

Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption by Bryan Stevenson Bryan Stevenson is a public interest lawyer and the founder 

of the Equal Justice Initiative, a human rights organization that advocates for the poor, the incarcerated, and the condemned. In 

Just Mercy, Stevenson details his journey into defending the most marginalized and in need. He discusses some of his most 

poignant cases, including the case of Walter McMillian, a man sentenced to die for a crime that overwhelming evidence 

showed that he did not commit. Stevenson’s commitment to true justice, and to the people that need it most, is the running 

theme behind each of his undertakings. I recommend that everyone read the book, and go see him speak if you have the 

opportunity. 

Chasing the Scream: The First and Last Days of the War on Drugs by Johann Hari A new history and narrative for the War on 

Drugs, Chasing the Scream claims the roots of the drug war can be found not in the 1980s, but as early as 1914, when (some) 

drugs were first illegalized by the Harrison Narcotics Tax Act. Hari contextualizes the War on Drugs in a brand new way, and 

draws in the stories of figures from Harry Anslinger, the first commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and the woman 

who seemed to symbolize everything that he thought was wrong with America, Billie Holiday. Chasing the Scream asks us to 

question what we have come to believe about illegal drugs and the ways that we treat addiction in our communities today. 


